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MESSAGE
SECRET TO HAPPINESS UNVEILED
Ms. JAPINDER KAUR, PGT ENGLISH
Being denizens of the contemporary world, most of us tire our wits
thinking of ways to recharge ourselves. What is required is
“switching off” from the stress storm which engulfs us throughout
the year. While there are umpteen ways to achieve the end, one of
the best ways is to take a step back and look at all the beautiful
things in our life.
Heather Stillufsen, the renowned author says, “Remember, you are
in control of your thoughts and how you feel. Choose happiness.
Choose positivity over negativity...Choose laughter over anger....
Choose to smile. Choose to live with more joy. The choice to be
happy is all yours.”
Researchers and psychologists round the globe have zeroed in on
the approach of practising gratitude for people seeking happiness.
People who consciously count their blessings tend to be happier
and less depressed.
Many of us might think that it’s easier said than done. The answer
to this is maintaining a GRATITUDE JOURNAL. Keeping a gratitude
journal need not be a cumbersome time taking task. It can be as
simple as writing 3 things you are grateful for in your diary, every
morning or at night before going to bed. This works as an informal
meditation.
Once we start being positive and show gratitude in our lives, we will
observe that our life is changing for good. The reason behind this
is, “When things change inside us, things change around us.”
A heart full of gratitude is indeed believed to be a magnet for
miracles.
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MESSAGE
POSITIVITY AND GRATITUDE
Ms. Neha Satija, TGT French
|

As an educator, I always want my students to think in an optimistic way, to look for
solutions, to expect good results and success and to focus and make their life happier,
When you arise in the morning give thanks for the food and for the joy of living,
If you see no reason for giving thanks, the fault lies only in yourself.
Being thankful is a divine emotion. In Goenka, I always try to make my students stay
optimistic during hard times and see opportunities instead of obstacles. I always encourage
my students to see the positive aspects of their life, so that they naturally see silver linings
in challenging situations. Health benefits of positive thinking and optimism include reduce
stress, better psychological and physical well-being.
Gratitude is riches
Complaint is poverty
Gratitude is like a U-turn on complaining or thinking about what we don’t have. Negative
feelings and thoughts can creep in easily, which can make it difficult to see the positives.
However, one simple practice, gratitude, can help to alleviate these feelings. Gratitude
makes us happier, healthier and more settled in ourselves. Students who are grateful can
practice more self-control and will witness calm and peace behaviour in them.
Evidently, gratitude and happiness are closely linked. Those searching for a path of
happiness might want to consider how being thankful can help. It helps people to feel more
positive emotions, relish good experiences, improve their health, deal with adversity and
build strong relationships.
To conclude, I believe that when we focus on our gratitude, the tide of disappointment goes
out and the tide of love rushes in.
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Myriad Endeavours

…AND THE FUN BEGINS: GOENKAN FUN DAY 2022
APRIL 1, 2022
"Welcome back the smiles that we missed, Welcome back the
sparkling tiny eyes, Welcome back the innocent quests, Welcome
back the tireless chattering and Welcome back the life of the
schools!"
With these positive affirmations, the members of the Goenkan family
were accorded a heartening welcome amidst the beautifully and
attractively decorated school campus. The FUN DAY of the new
academic session on April 1, 2022 began with a brief induction
followed by scintillating sessions at different activity venues. The
young buds had an exhilarating experience while they indulged in
games, music, magic show, puppet show and got themselves their
favourite tattoos while relishing some of the delectable servings. The
day proved to be a magnificent start to the new journey of the
children.

Myriad Endeavours

MORNING ASSEMBLY: 'NAYI UMEED’
(WELCOME AND INDUCTION)
APRIL 5, 2022
With the commencement of another academic year 2022-23, the
school welcomed the students whose long-awaited steps entered
the campus with great real and zest to unveil the beginning of the
new sessions. The welcome and induction assembly, centered on
the theme ‘Nayi Umeed’ conveyed the message to remain positive
and motivated. The students were inducted on how to make the
new beginning a joyful & disciplined learning experience. A few
valuable tips on how to inculcate the values of discipline, code of
conduct, effective communication and importance of wearing
proper uniform were shared with the students.

Myriad Endeavours

MORNING ASSEMBLY: GRATITUDE AND EMPATHY
APRIL 12, 2022
The attitude of gratitude teaches us the importance of seeking the
positives from every experience and being thankful for all that we
have. Keeping in sync with the same thought, the students of class X
B delivered a speech and recited a thoughtful poem emphasizing
the importance of gratitude and empathy as a part of the morning
assembly on April 12.

Achievements Unlocked

INTERNATIONAL CHAMPION

A SHOOTING STAR IN THE INTERNATIONAL SKIES!
MAY 24, 2022
With determination and perseverance, Shivam Dabas, a
praise-worthy grade 10 Goenkan, has claimed two stellar
Silver Medals at ISSF Junior World Cup (Shooting
Championship), organised in Germany.
With the hope that the shining star continues to keep the
Indian flag soaring high in international skies, the school
continues to accelerate support to boost his acumen.

Achievements Unlocked

Our star achiever goes INTERNATIONAL

Elated to share with you all that Prisha Goel, our
Table Tennis champion has set a new benchmark
for achievement once again by securing a Bronze
Medal in U-13 at WTT Youth Contender held at
Havirov, Czech Republic from 6th to 12th June
2022. We are glad that her success is ringing loud
even in foreign lands! Our heartiest
congratulations to her!

Achievements Unlocked

One More Feather in the Cap!
"The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but imagination."
- Albert Einstein
We feel elated to share with you all that our fellow Goenkan,
Kavleen Singh Makan's creative pursuits have enabled him to
develop wings of imagination and soar to the flags of glory. This
acclaimed artist has successfully made a position for himself
amongst the top 100 winners of International Art Icon 2022, an
initiative of Reyanshh Rahul Art University. Our heartiest
congratulations to Kavleen for this INTERNATIONAL recognition!
Harshita Chopra and Vansh Chauhan's enthusiastic participation
also deserve a worthy mention. Congratulations to them!

Achievements Unlocked

Glorious
Feats
Glorious
Feats
"I believe success is achieved by ordinary people with
extraordinary determination."
Kaustubh Sharma ,X D attained the awe-inspiring pinnacle of
success by securing 2nd position in Tao's Acting Challenge,
Speaking Challenge and Folk Dance . His talent has been
recognised nationwide through this platform, ushering in
innumerable success stories in store for him!
Our heartiest congratulations to him!

Myriad Endeavours
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENTS: CONTINUING TO
COMMEMORATE ‘AZADI KA AMRIT MAHOTSAV’
APRIL 18, 2022
Opportunities enable the discovery of one's ability to reach
the terrains never sought before!
Our Stalwarts Shivansh Bansal X A, Navya Bansal IX A, Kriti
Gupta X A, Gauransh Goel X A and Lakshita Aggarwal XII C
deserve applause for their committed efforts in the form of
successful participation in Rangoli making competition at
Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, organised by Ministry of Culture!
Our learners' enthusiasm enables cultural and creative
practices to thrive, ensuring the perpetuation of our shared
ethos, as a country.

Myriad Endeavours

EARTH DAY CELEBRATIONS
APRIL 22, 2022
“The care of the Earth is our most ancient and most worthy and after
all our most pleasing responsibility. To cherish what remains of it and
to foster its renewal is our only hope.” - WENDELL BERRY
An array of engaging, thought-provoking and insightful activities formed
the focal point of our learners' efforts which are deeply invested in the
preservation of the planet Earth- that we identify as our home. On Earth
Day 2022, enthusiastic Goenkans did their part to transform both
attitudes and actions towards Earth. With each little step, we tread
towards a more mindful way of experiencing our existence on this planet
and a more ethically appropriate way of treating its resources.

Myriad Endeavours
CELEBRATING THE SPIRIT OF TOIL: HAPPY LABOUR DAY!
MAY 1, 2022

“Without labour, nothing prospers."
International Workers' Day, also called Labour Day, is a
day to recognize the achievements and dedication of
our helpers. To celebrate the painstaking efforts of our
support force, which work tirelessly and makes our
lives easier, the Goenkans applauded their hard work
by writing gratitude messages for them. This day is a
reminder for us that they are the real architects of our
society, and they deserve due respect. We have always
believed that such small acts of kindness count and
we sincerely attempt to inculcate that same virtue in
our children. The activity was designed to develop a
better understanding of the labour community among
our students who must learn to respect and
appreciate their efforts.

STUDENT-LED START-UP!
APRIL 5, 2022

MYRIAD ENDEAVOURS

Founded by Kamalnayan Panda and Keshav Goel of class XII, Xalis group is a startup that
aims to lend a distinctive vision to look at the world. Believing in the untapped potential
that the youth of the country possesses, this organization came into inception.
Aspiring to amp up curriculum vitae and interpersonal skills, our student-led initiative,
'Interno' develops all areas related to learners' beyond-school experience. From the
Marketing sector, to AI/Machine Learning, to Social volunteer work, the start-up enables
students to procure internships of their preference under the able guidance of renowned
industry leaders.
With a vision to break the barrier of restricting valuable experience of internships only to
college students, they aim to assist, motivate, and deliver internships to even high-school
students, enriching their CV well before time. Their websites can be accessed through the
given links:
www.xalisgroup.com
www.theinterno.com

ACHIEVEMENTS UNLOCKED

GLORIOUS FEAT
APRIL 19, 2022
Acing the pinnacle of success, Garv Malhotra, IX E has
added a glorious feather to our cap by being recognised
as "Fighter of The Match" in Courage Cricket Series,
U-15.

MYRIAD ENDEAVOURS

KUDOS TO THE GDG COMMNIVERSE BRIGADE!
APRIL 22, 2022
Global collaboration and insight formation are the two key skills
of this century. As our world moves forward at an unimaginable
pace, Goenkans leave no stone unturned to continue embracing
the values of reflection and praxis.
Kudos to the initiative by Commniverse Brigade, the school's
Commerce society and Media Club for an insightful episode on
Sri Lankan Economic Crisis! The engaging podcast – a way to
delve deeper into the complexities of the world can be accessed
here- https://anchor.fm/.../SRILANKAN-ECONOMIC-CRISISe1h7cda

MYRIAD ENDEAVOURS

FORGING AHEAD: STUDENTS’ INITIATIVES
MAY 4, 2022
Leadership is a rare virtue, and the school is privileged to
find it in abundance!
A student-led initiative - Tuning Fixers, a brainchild of Arpit
Goyal and Vasu Gupta (XII), has already eased many lives
and continues to bridge the gap between the much-needed
service providers and those wanting to avail one! After an
extensive and planned set of procedures and
brainstorming, the students have unfurled the banner of
their venture with great zeal and dedication!
https://goyalarpit072005.wixsite.com/website-4

GIFT OF APPRECIATION

Sustainable Development

Pursuing the motto - Sharing is caring under the
sustainable Development Goals ,our students
wholeheartedly collected donations .
The charity contribution made by the students to the.
NGO - Humara Mission Dignity .
-
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ACHIEVEMENTS UNLOCKED

OUR NATIONAL TREASURE!
MAY 31, 2022
Heralding a new era in the field of Sports and
Goenkan legacy, our incredible NATIONAL
CHAMPION Prisha Goel of Class IX manages to
inspire and ignite the spirit of achievement in many!
It is a matter of pride and honour that her
perseverance has been rewarded with the
stupendous recognition of securing First Position in
Youth Girls Singles (U-13) in 83rd Cadet and Sub
Junior National Table Tennis Championship 2021.
Such a marvelous achievement has added a feather
to Delhi's cap after many years! The school is proud
of Prisha and her exemplary feat- being a figure of
inspiration for all the girls of this country!
.

Myriad Endeavours
INTERHOUSE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
MAY 19, 2022

Sports are a definitive component of our development and our
engagement with any form of it is geared toward nurturing values
and team spirit, and not merely physical growth!
In this era of cutthroat competition, it is of supreme importance
to provide opportunities to students to meet the challenges of
the future. An Interhouse Basketball Tournament was organised
in the school on May 19, 2022. The participants stepped onto the
court to set it ablaze with speed, endurance, magical footwork,
dribble, and much to the audience’s excitement, a nail-biting
finish. Vivekananda House was adjudged as the winning team.

"

MYRIAD ENDEAVOURS

INTERHOUSE BADMINTON TOURNAMENT
MAY 19, 2022

An Interhouse Badminton Tournament was organised in the
school on May 19, 2022. The participants stepped onto the
court to set it ablaze with speed, endurance, magical
footwork, dribble, and much to the
audience’s excitement, a nail-biting finish. Vivekananda House
was adjudged as the winning team.

Ganga Quest
“The Ganga, especially, is the river of India, beloved of her people,
round which are intertwined her memories, her hopes and fears, her
songs of tri“The Ganga, especially, is the river of India, beloved of her
people, round which are intertwined her memories, her hopes and
fears, her songs of triumph, her
victories, and her defeats. She has been a symbol of India’s age-long
culture and civilization, ever changing, ever flowing, and yet ever the
same Ganga.” – Jawaharlal Nehru
The students of classes IX and X participated in the first round of the
Ganga Quest which is a competitive knowledge-building platform, an
awareness initiative and scientific baseline determination exercise to
assess the knowledge gaps. The students won certificates of
participation and with Avani Agarwal, Aayan Gupta and Himanshi
were amongst the top
25 weekly winners under Theme wise participation in Ganga Quest
2022.

Learning Beyond

HEALTHY LIVING: APRIL 23,
Reinforcing the idea that a healthy mind resides in a healthy body,
the2022
school conducted a workshop on 'Healthy Living' on Saturday,

23 April 2022, mentored by Ms. Tithi Prabhakar, an acclaimed
Dietitian, and Nutritionist. The participants, our faculty members,
were enriched with takeaways on nutritious food and insights on
a healthy lifestyle.

Learning Beyond
CUET: AIMS AND SIGNIFICANCE: A WEBINAR FOR TEACHERS
APRIL 28, 2022
Indraprastha Schools Sahodaya and Delhi Sahodaya Schools
Complex organised a webinar for educators on April 28, 2022
to apprise them of the widespread entrance examination for
Central universities, and instructed them that it could not take
away from the significance of senior secondary education.
Presided over by Dr. Sadhana Parashar, Senior Director
(examinations), NTA, the session, geared toward enabling
participants to assist students by means of the brand new
admission course for universities. The speaker lay emphasis on
the fact that the CUET is totally designed primarily based on
the syllabus of simply grade 12 and hence its significance.
Teachers of our school attended the session.

CAREER AWARENESS WEBINAR FOR STUDENTS
APRIL 30, 2022

A special career awareness session was organised for class XII on April 30, 2022 in collaboration
with EduMentor. The speaker gave insights into CUET 2022 and the role of class XII scores for
admission into colleges. He further highlighted the strategies to strike a balance between CBSE
academics and entrance tests for several disciplines across universities.
Students of class XII got their queries and concerns regarding their career resolved as the
speaker opened before them a myriad of opportunities they could choose from.

Myriad Endeavours
EMPOWERING ADOLESCENCE: WORKSHOP ON
MENSTRUAL HEALTH
MAY 20, 2022
Empowerment comes with conscious steps taken in the
direction of taking care of one's body and understanding its
transformations.
Keeping this principle in mind, an interactive workshop on
Menstrual Hygiene was conducted by 'Project Clap' in the
school on May 19, 2022. The workshop was an insightful
initiative and raised awareness toward various concerns
related to menstrual hygiene and our adolescent girls'
health.

POETIC PANACHE
THE PLEASURE OF AUSTERITY
The tree stands by so patiently,
Not bothered about others in all its simplicity
As a tree it is as sure as a tree can be

ENGLISH INFATUATION

That its only purpose in life is to be a virtue to HE
Without a doubt it knows its worth, roots delving deep into
the earth
Branches standing strong and proud
Pointing at the passing clouds
All of the nature cherishes the tree
In its spellbound spontaneity
And without even speaking, it teaches me for being just
me.

I like English
Cause want to accomplish, It has opened my mind It’s
where all the things find.
Sometimes we talk too much about Mr.Brown And feel
myself down, but nothing compares with this class
Especially if get the grade “pass”
By reading books or listening to music learn about the
world full of magic, realising that distances are nothing
We do not forget about the meaning.

Aarohi Gupta

English is a bridge to a new world Let’s go there word

XB

by word, having fun is the key Reaching the one we
want to be.
SHAURAYA JAIN
I don’t know what to do
Now that I’m in high school, all classes have changed
All close friends are gone, only few remain
I feel like a puzzle, but now one knows how I should be
arranged
I feel as if, in this situation, my best option is to wait for
someone to explain
I know people have gone through this
But I feel like an outsider
I feel as if there is an abyss
And that abyss, is of a star, which used to be brighter
I know I am shy
I know my mom only wants me to get out of this situation
But I keep pushing her away, I always think to myself, why fit
in, why even try
All I wanted is a good education
I only talk to a bunch of friends
I don’t even want to write this poem, I have no energy
I feel an object trying to suck my energy to try to get me into a
fake reality, like my
friends, you know, he transcends
Right now, only good food can be satisfactory

Aayan Gupta
IX E

CLASS: X-D

We Bid Goodbye
Her hair is unkempt
Her aura, effervescent
Her shut eyes, demure
She is one to admire
She is aware of the dulcet tones
The dismal hue and cry of gunfire and bombarding
But she won’t squint, rather lay
As though unaware
I see a ripple in the puddle of my tears that collects on
her torso
As another one sheds from my eyes
I bid goodbye, leaving her the talisman
And she is aware that I do
She is aware of the cloth covering her lithe build
But she won’t wake up
She is lifted and carried in her chariot
To play in the soil one last time
Abdhija Kaushik
XF
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BLOSSOMS OF GRATITUDE
WHY DON’T PEOPLE SMILE?
A SMILE COSTS NOTHING
YET, IT CAN BRIGHTEN A CLOUDY DAY.
IF LIFE IS A JOURNEY,

WHY NOT SMILE ALONG THE WAY?
SMILES ARE LIKE FLOWERS;
BEAUTIFUL, FRAGNANT, RARE.
COMING FROM THE HEART,
THEY REALLY SHOW YOU CARE

BUT SOME PEOPLE, JUST ARE NOT;
BLESSED WITH THE GIFT.
THAT IS WHY SOMETIMES,
CAUSE A RIFT.

I WISH I COULD STOP ALL PASSERS BY,
OFFERING THEM A SMILE, AND ASKING THEM;

TO TRY LEARNING WITH A SMILE.

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO START, MEANWHILE.
ALL THAT WE NEED IS,
SOME LOVE IN OUR HEARTS
WORRYING IS NOT WORTHWHILE,
SO, SMILE! SMILE! SMILE!

SHLOK GUPTA
9E
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Young Minds Speak

STAYING POSITIVE
What does the word ‘crisis’ mean?
It is a word that grips anyone who hears it in fear. It is all about
difficulty and danger we all experience once in a while. It depends
upon us how we manage it. Some people panic in these
situations and on other hand some take the control of the situation
and help others. In these situations, it is all about our thoughts
and feelings. Just to keep ourselves safe we should not panic but
we should take measures and look after ourselves. A person who
is following all the rules or protective measures or is in charge of
his own situation, would never feel unsafe. When you cannot
control yourself, your feelings, your thoughts and your actions it is
then that you are powerless. To be powerful, what you just want to
do is to keep yourself calm. Take care of your loved ones and take
care of others who are helpless. You should maintain your self confidence which is not that hard. You should find happiness in
small things and should spend time with your family. You are
never alone at the time of crisis. You are not the only one. There
are people around you who are suffering but are consistently
fighting against all odds. You can’t get entangled in these
problems and suffer incessantly. You can’t allow your thoughts to
take over your body. It is you who have to take the control and
come over all odds.
So we just have to keep us safe and happy every single moment
of our life by staying positive.
DIVYA SINGHAL10E
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BLOSSOMS OF GRATITUDE

A WAY TO CONNECTCOMPASSION
Compassion is a feeling of love
like no other,
And a way to connect with others.
HEAVEN OR HELL

Life is a daring adventure, or nothing at all.
I believe you either jump high or you fall.
At times it's tough, but you can do it,
If you start something, pursue it.

It’s a way to bring light into one’s
heart,
When it has been broken apart.
Holding onto grudges isn’t the right
thing to do,

Appearance matters, intelligence improves.
None of them know you, but all of them got issues.

Letting them go is what we should
do.

Stick to your ego, but not every time,
It is sometimes necessary to climb.

And when compassion opens the
door,

People say not to judge, but everyone does.
What is the problem in the world? Please suggest.

The bond isn’t the same as before.

Time stays long enough for anyone who will use it.
It's either boring, or a mystery, only you can choose
it.

-Nishka Gupta, IX-D

Achievers never expose themselves, their
achievement does.
Behaviour plays a role, but not as much as
agreement does.
You have to win at life, even if it starts paining.
It takes time, but it's worth maintaining.
Your battery died? Just change your cell. Life, is not
in a shell.
So, what do you choose? Heaven, or Hell?
-YASHI GARG 9-D
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Young Minds Speak

My Perspective on Feminism
Feminism to me simply means equality between the two genders. But there are many misconceptions
regarding feminism like feminism means female are stronger than male or feminism means to hate men.
No, feminism means females having equal opportunities in every field as men, feminism means people not
judging male and female for occupation they are following, feminism means female having equal say
everywhere, feminism means breaking prejudices associated with both the genders. Sadly, there is no
country where gender equality is fully achieved. Women still don’t feel safe in public, women are still being
told that main purpose of their life is to get married and have children. The male population is still scared to
cry. This situation is not going to change on its own and to change this situation we all have to become
feminists. I know it is hard to change our thinking because since birth we have been seeing different roles
of male and female in our society. But we can try to change our mind set even if slowly. At the end I would
like to say that men and women were and will never be same but being different doesn’t mean that females
are weak and males are strong.

-UDI GUPTA, XI

COLONIZATION OF MARS
You know how we all read stories about how we are going to colonize Mars and stuff in the near future?
We really need to get to mars because apparently our government thinks it might have some oil!!! It’s not
their fault at all. I mean, look at Mars, just look at it. Doesn’t it look a bit like a middle eastern country?
Infuriated, scary with a probability of oil! Looks like, Mars needs some democracy after all!! But that’s not it.
There are people who are actually signing up for the one-way trip to Mars. They think Mars is in Africa like
some exotic place where they won’t have to face their real-life issues anymore.
Yesterday, my next-door neighbour, Radha told me: ‘she is going too.’ She thinks if she went to Mars, she
wouldn’t have to do the dishes or to make sandwiches for her misogynist husband. Yeah, Radha, you go
girl!!! You should literally go. And my uncle Rajesh, he is also going. He thinks that the best way to ditch
child support is to take the next rocket and move to Mars forever. Just imagine it for a sec. That’s about it
ladies and gentlemen!
-Pratham Malpani, XI
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RIDDLE TIME
1. What kind of band never plays music?
2. What can travel all around the world without
leaving its corner?
3. What 4-letter word can be written forward,
backward or upside down, and can still be read from
left to right?
4. What can run but never walk, has a mouth but never
talks, has a head but never weeps, has a bed but never
sleeps?
5. What does man love more than life, hate more than
death or mortal strife; that which contented men
desire; the poor have, the rich require; the miser
spends, the spendthrift saves, and all men carry to
their graves?

Answers:
1. A hair band 2. A stamp 3.Noon 4. A river
5. Nothing

MYRIAD ENDEAVOURS
STEM Activity Club
Working models made by the students were displayed to
showcase the scientific laws, techniques and principles.
Science exhibition will soon be organized by The STEM Club,
with more such working working models.
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L’importance de la langue française dans le monde

1. It is the mother tongue of 75 million people worldwide, although many more
speak it as a second language.
2. It is the second most commonly taught foreign language, after English.
3. French is an official working language of the UN, the International Red Cross,
The European Economic Community, NATO, and the International Olympic
Committee, amongst others.
4. France is the world’s most popular tourist destination
5. ‘Liberté, égalitié, fraternité‘ or ‘liberty, equality, fraternity’ is the national
motto
6. The French invented tin cans, the hairdryer, and the hot air balloon
7. France has more Nobel Prize winners in Literature than any other
country
8. The Louvre is the most visited museum in the world
9. France produced the most expensive bottle of wine in the world
10. France produces around 1.7 million tons of cheese a year in around
1,600 varieties.
Aarushi Bhatia ( XF )
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LES FETES FRANCAISES
Au fil des mois, Paris vibre au rythme des célébrations. Du
passage à la nouvelle année à la fête du Travail, en passant
par la Techno Parade et la fête de Ganesh, les Parisiens
célèbrent leurs valeurs, leurs luttes et leurs joies. L’occasion
de profiter d’un moment convivial, que l’événement soit fêté
par tous les Français ou seulement à Paris
Nouvel An : 1er Janvier
On passe la soirée entre amis, à la maison, dans les cafés
ou les restaurants qui organisent des réveillons.Un peu
avant minuit, on se rassemble sur les Champs-Elysées ou
devant la Tour Eiffel avec sa bouteille de champagne, en
attendant les douze coups de minuit et l’incontournable bise
du Nouvel An, pour se souhaiter bonheur et santé.
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Fête des Rois : 1er dimanche après le Jour de l’An
Ce dimanche, les boulangers vendent de succulentes galettes
dorées fourrées d’une préparation à base d’amandes et de beurre.
Une fève est cachée dans la galette et si le sort la met dans votre
part, vous serez couronné(e) roi ou reine.

Mardi Gras : 24 février

C’est la journée des bals masqués et des soirées déguisées.Ce
jour marque le début du carême (ou jeûne) chez les chrétiens et il
donc d’usage de se régaler !

Fête de la Musique : 21 juin
Des concerts gratuits dans toute la ville.
Toutes les musiques, du classique à la techno, en passant par
le rock et les musiques du monde, se jouent à tous les coins de
rue.
Les Parisiens qui chantent ou jouent de la musique se
retrouvent dans la rue…

Noël : 25 décembre
Fête le jour de la naissance du Christ.C’est le temps
des marchés de Noël, des patinoires, des vitrines animées
des grands magasins, des illuminations sur les grandes
artères, comme les Champs-Elysées ou le Boulevard
Haussmann, des crèches et de la messe de minuit.C’est
surtout une fête familiale autour du sapin et d’un bon repas :
huîtres, dinde, fois gras et bûche de Noël sont au menu… en
ouvrant les cadeaux.
Rhythm ( XF )

Les devinettes
* A quelle question est-ce que vous ne pourrez jamais
répondre "oui"?

Es-tu déjà endormi ?
* Qu'est ce qui est invisible et qui sent la carotte ?

un pet de lapin.
* Thierry et Adam sont dans la rue.
Le premier regarde en direction du Nord tandis que l'autre
regarde en direction du Sud.
Mais ils arrivent quand même à se voir.
Pourquoi ?

Parce qu'ils sont face a face !!!
* Pourquoi les indiens mettent-ils la main au dessus des
yeux pour regarder au loin ?

S'ils mettaient la main devant les yeux, ils ne
verraient plus rien.
Mayank Kumar ( IX – E)

Les différents pays francophones
On compte dans le monde approximativement 444
millions de personnes venant d’un pays où le français est
la langue officielle. A ceux-là s’ajoutent les 98 millions de
personnes venant d’un pays ou le français est
couramment utilisé. C’est la langue officielle de 29 pays.
On estime à 12% le nombre de personnes parlant
couramment le français en Europe, ce qui en fait la
quatrième langue européenne.
Quels sont les principaux pays francophones ?
Les personnes parlant couramment le français sont
communément appelées “francophones”. Avec une
population de 67 millions d’habitants, la France est
constituée du plus grand nombre de francophones au
monde. C’est également le pays d’origine de la langue, et
le pays le plus communément associé au français.
On estime que la moitié de la population francophone
mondiale réside en Afrique. La plupart des pays
francophones africains possèdent plusieurs langues
officielles, et le français se trouve souvent être la seconde
langue.
Liste des pays francophones
Pays où le français est la langue officielle :

•

France

•

Congo (RDC)

•

Canada

•

Cameroun

•

Belgique

•

Côte d’Ivoire

•

Madagascar

•

Haïti

•

Sénégal

•

Burkina Faso

•

Bénin

•

Guinée

•

Mali

•

Togo

•

Congo (RC)

•

Niger

•

Tchad

•

Suisse

•

République centrafricaine

•

Gabon

•

Burundi

•

Rwanda

•

Luxembourg

•

Djibouti

•

Guinée équatoriale

•

Comores

•

Vanuatu

•

Seychelles

•

Monaco

RIDDLE TIME
1. Shiny like a silver, denser than lead, pricier than
gold, could stop a bullet, if I wanted to. What am I?
2. I'm unique in one way but you can find two of me in
your daily drink. What am I?
3. You can get me for free, but inside an atom, I AM
VERY HEAVY. What am I?
ANSWERS:-

1.

OSMIUM

2. HYDROGEN 3. NUETRON , BECAUSE IT HAS NO CHARGE

Rishabh lakhanpal, X B
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